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Dr Colin Robertson has been involved in 
human performance and sport science 
his entire professional career. He has 
worked in every aspect of Strength and 
Conditioning from rugby to wrestling to 
wheelchair basketball, and countless 
sports in between; at national and 
international levels of competition. He 
has prepared numerous global 
adventurers to undertake unimaginable 
challenges, from climbing Everest to 
rowing the Atlantic, "Dr Col" has become 
a go-to specialist.      

Best-known today for linking the 
evidence-base of best scientific practice 
with the curriculum of exercise activity, 
Dr Colin Robertson is a Senior Fellow of 
Advance Higher Education, and 
Research Coordinator and Senior 
Lecturer at the country’s leading Sport’s 
Rehabilitation department; currently 
the Director of Studies for ten PhD 
students (most of whom placed in 
professional sport or health), and has 
taught hundreds of MSc students 
(Strength and Conditioning, Sports 
Rehabilitation, and Nutrition). Col is an 
accredited Strength and Conditioning 
Coach (UKSCA), accredited 
Kinanthropometrist (body composition 
specialist), and a qualified 
Nutritionalist, equipping him with an all-
round knowledge and understanding of 
how best to develop people along the 
road of their health and fitness goals.   

Over the past 20-years Dr Col has 
established the High Performance 
facilities at Liverpool John Moores 
University, The University of Bolton, and 
Pembrokeshire College. At the University 
of Bolton, Colin has overseen the 
administration and data analysis of the 
largest injury surveillance programme 
in the world; encompassing all teams 
within the Rugby Super League since 
2013. 

From 2000 until 2005, Col worked as a 
Clinical Exercise Physiologist at a large 
district general hospital in North Wales. 
During his time he conducted research 
into exercise rehabilitation for the 
management of chronic low back pain, 
as well as working directly in Cardiac 
Rehabilitation, Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation, Neurological 
Rehabilitation, palliative care, and 
Musculoskeletal/Orthopaedic 
Rehabilitation. The practices he 
developed during this time continues to 
be used by some of the UK’s leading 
hospital and rehabilitation centres.  

In the early days, Dr Col worked at 
Gold’s Gym and World Gym USA as a 
strength coach whilst also specialising 
in the physical preparation and fitness 
conditioning of people working in the 
armed security services. Since 2009 Colin 
has owned and operated the UTS Gym, 
on the Wirral, which was one of the very 
first performance facilities in the UK to 
open it’s doors to the general 
population. As the Executive Director of 
the UTS Foundation, Col helps people 
who have had, or who are currently 
undergoing treatment for, Cancer. Their 
key strategy helps people to overcome 
the debilitating levels of physical 
fatigue left in the wake of surgical and 
medication treatments. Cancer is also a 
key area of research investigation, and 
along with funding a PhD study at 
Liverpool John Moores University, Dr Col 
is also a member of the GM Health 
Innovations research group — primarily 
focused on the reversibility of Type 2 
Diabetes via exercise and nutrition 
strategies, Cancer rehabilitation and 
prevention through lifestyle 
modification, and the impact of changes 
to diet and physical activity on 
children’s wellbeing.

Col is well-published amongst the peer-
reviewed scientific literature, and has 
authored (and co-authored) leading 
impact papers on nutrition, 
chronobiology, athlete preparation, and 
the changing state of health in Western 
Industrialised Nations. He is currently 
collaborating with Dr Mick Molly, 
Emergency & Disaster Medicine 
Specialist, on behalf of the World Health 
Organisation, with regards to 
the transmission of COVID-19 through 
respiratory droplets and how they are 
impacted during exercise. This includes 
an assessment of how the range is 
altered, as well as what impact that has 
in a stadium environment and sports 
mass-participation from a crowd point 
of view.  
 


From clinical rehabilitation, right up to 
elite sports performance, Col has 
worked with an extremely broad range 
of athletes and individuals. 
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“HEALTH, WELLNESS, AND FITNESS ARE 
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A LIFE WORTH 
LIVING, AND EVERYONE - REGARDLESS OF 
THEIR PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES HAS THE 
RIGHT TO RECEIVE THE ABSOLUTE BEST 
LEVELS OF SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE WHEN 
IT COMES TO MAKING POSITIVE LIFESTYLE 
CHANGES. THE FITNESS INDUSTRY IS A 
VITAL INDUSTRY, AND THE ONLY INDUSTRY 
THAT CAN BREED A CULTURE OF HEALTH AND 
HOPE THAT PEOPLE CAN RELY ON, AND THAT 
CAN MAKE ALL OF OUR FUTURES 
BRIGHTER.” 

— DR COL ROBERTSON

DR COL HAS 25-YEARS HANDS-ON 
EXPERIENCE IN ELITE SPORT, CLINICAL 
PRACTICE, DISASTER MEDICINE, AND IN 
TACKLING DISEASE, AND IS BEST-KNOWN 
FOR LINKING THE EVIDENCE BASE OF 
ELITE SPORT SCIENCE AND CLINICAL 
HEALTH PRACTICE TO EVERY DAY 
EXERCISE ACTIVITY AND NUTRITIONAL 
BEHAVIOUR. AS A SENIOR LECTURER AT 
THE HIGHEST LEVEL, AND A GYM OWNER, 
DR COL IS WELL PLACED AS CAWS’ 
EDUCATION DIRECTOR. 

PhD; MSc; BSc; PG Cert LTHE; CSCS; 
UKSCA; Senior Fellow HEA; SENr  
Registered Nutritionist 

Doctor of Physiology 
Exercise & Nutrition Scientist   
Clinical Researcher  
High performance coach  
Gym owner 



“IF EVERYBODY IN THE 
INDUSTRY HAD MEL’S 
PASSION AND WORK ETHIC 
WE WOULD BE IN SAFE 
HANDS.”

MEL SPOONER 
CAWS MANAGING DIRECTOR 

After graduating from 
Loughborough University with a 
Management Sciences degree and a 
PR Week Award, and with the 
intention of carving herself a path 
in PR and internal communications, 
Mel’s career evolved instead in 
commercial and operational 
functions in the sports and fitness 
sector as a direct result of 
relationships and success stories 
along the way. 

Mel brings to the business a 15-year 
career history handling global 
responsibilities for some of the 
biggest brand names in the sports 
and fitness industry and having 
consulted for many of the top 100 
health club chains in the world. Mel 
is known for her roles at major 
brands including Technogym, TRX 
and MYZONE, and most recently 
overseas projects for Stages 
Cycling and David Lloyd Clubs 
through the work she does with TPN 
International — her first company 
set up in 2014.  
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“Due to Mel’s vast network across the 
industry, she is able to MAKE THINGS 
HAPPEN very quickly and given her 
incredible relationship with most of 
the industry (seriously, she knows 
everyone!), she’s able to deliver time 
and time again at the fast pace that 
we need.” 

“WHAT MAKES MEL 
DIFFERENT IS THAT SHE HAS 
BEEN IN THE FIELD AND 
UNDERSTANDS THE 
CUSTOMER DYNAMIC. “ 

“WITH MEL’S HELP WE 
NOW HAVE CLARITY ON 
OUR WHY AND BELIEF IN 
WHAT WE DO.” 

“A NO BULLSHIT APPROACH OF 
STRAIGHT TALKING, 
STRATEGIC PLANNING, 
CREATIVE THINKING AND MOST 
IMPORTANTLY THE ABILITY TO 
DELIVER TIME AND TIME 
AGAIN.”


